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The housing market  started the new year 
off with a thud.  There was no dead cat 
bounce this month as home sales across 
all property types declined, slipping to a 
10 year low. Indeed, it was not the start 
home sellers had been looking for.  New 
listings far outpaced the number of sales, 
pushing inventory higher and home prices 
lower.  Mortgage credit growth continued 
to decelerate dropping again in the month 
of December as per the Bank of Canada.  
With mortgage credit growth slumping 
to a 35 year low there remains little desire  
from policymakers to amend the mortgage 
stress tests despite industry opposition.  The 
market has, however, received a glimmer of 
hope in the fact that the five-year Canada 
mortgage bond has plummeted nearly 70 
basis points as of this report, and has pushed 
down five year fixed mortgage rates by 
about 10 basis points.  The Bank of Canada 
appears to be on hold at least for now and 
with economic data beginning to sour they 
could be on hold for good.
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The city of Vancouver’s detached housing market followed up a 
miserable 2018  with another decline in home sales.  Detached sales 
for the month of January fell 9% from last year,  this marked the 
worst January on record since data started being collected in the 
early 1990s.  It’s hard to see detached home sales declining much 
further,  we are likely to see a seasonal uptick from here as we head 
into the spring market.

detached market

overview

City of Vancouver Detached House Sales in January
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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However, given that sales are historically weak and will almost 
certainly remain sluggish in the near term, new listings will continue 
to outpace sales and rising inventory will adjust home prices lower.  
As of the end of January there was 15 months of inventory for sale.  

Vancouver Detached Months of Inventory
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky

This is approximately double what would be considered a balanced 
market.  While many sellers remain anchored to peak prices 
those who need to sell are having to realize the clearance price is 
significantly lower than what we are used to.

While there are a barrage of price metrics none of them are 
completely accurate nor reflect current market prices.  When 
studying comparable sales it is safe to conclude luxury home prices 
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are about 25% lower than peak prices achieved back in early 2016.  
Entry-level detached homes are not quite as soft, particularly those 
with basement suites which can be used as mortgage helpers to 
help subsidize interest payments.  The official home price index as 
per the real estate Board of greater Vancouver now shows detached 
homes in the city of Vancouver have declined 11.4% year-over-year.  
The median sales price shows a more aggressive and perhaps overly 
volatile decline of 23%, the average sales price is showing a 17.3% 

MLS® HPI Price

decline when compared to January 2018.  Because there are so 
few home sales prices are bouncing around with very little rhyme 
or reason other than buyers are looking for substantial discounts 
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Vancouver Condo Sales for January
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky

year-over-year.  This was the fewest monthly sales since January 
2009. 

Vancouver condo sales did some catching up with the detached 
housing market in January.  Condo sales fell sharply, dropping 42% 

condo market

and aggressively negotiating asking prices.  This should come as no 
surprise considering the sales active ratio came in at a paltry 6% in 
January, the lowest recording since November 2008.
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As a result of the weak sales, inventory increased  81% year-over-
year in the month of January.  It is important to note however that 

overall inventory levels still remain historically low.  With sales 
falling and likely to remain muted given the numerous headwinds 
that we will describe in detail below, it is likely that inventory will 
continue to grow as this housing cycle comes to an end.  The sales 
act this ratio slipped to 12%, indicative of a buyer’s market.  This was 
also highlighted in the months of inventory which climbed to 8.4 , 
also indicative of a buyer’s market.

Inventory levels are likely to continue growing given the weak pace 
of sales and the record number of housing units under construction 

Vancouver Condo Months of Inventory
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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across Greater Vancouver. Many of these buyers are investors and 
not and users. A recent report from MLA Canada suggests 67% 
of pre sale condo buyers in the Burnaby area are investors and not 
end users.  Therefore in the coming 12 to 24 months these units 
will be completing and will either be rented out or resold.  If prices 
continue to slide there could be an increase in buyers walking away 

MLS® HPI Price

from their contractual obligations. There is currently an unknown 
but certainly significant number of condo assignment contracts up 
for sale. This has created shadow inventory which is not calculated 
in the Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver’s inventory numbers.  
The assignment market is becoming increasingly illiquid as buyers 
have more to choose from and are shying away from the risks and 
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Continuing with our theme from last month,  I remain particularly 
focused on global growth which is slowing especially in China.  
As we all know, Vancouver real estate prices have been one of 
the largest benefactors of China’s massive credit stimulus and 
tsunami of capital outflows which poured in to global property 
markets in 2015 and early 2016. Since then, China’s tight grip on 
capital outflows has stunted price growth in global hot spots such 
as Sydney, Manhattan, Seattle, London, and Hong Kong. China’s 
GDP contracted to 6.6% in 2018, and while that may sound good 
compared to Western economies, it was in fact the weakest pace 
of growth since 1990. Several weeks ago, the head of the Chinese 
Ministry of Finance Treasury Department gave a speech where 
quantitative easing in China was discussed as a viable policy option. 
Perhaps this will provide some stimulus to an ailing Chinese 
economy. Closer to home we have seen the US Federal Reserve 
take a step back, consoling market participants that further interest 
rates are now effectively on hold and that the balance sheet roll-

summary

the uncertainty of taking over  an assignment contract.

All of the conditions above have resulted in condo prices declining.  
As per the official home price index, Vancouver condos fell 3.4% 
year-over-year in January.  Prices have fallen 7.3%  in the past eight 
months.  While the home price index makes price movements 
easy to comprehend for the typical consumer by smoothing out 
larger fluctuations it is arguably not the best leading indicator for 
prices.  The average price per square foot  currently shows a 12.3% 
decline year-over-year.  The median price fell 13.4%.
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off (Quantitative tightening) could also be put on hold sooner 
than we thought. Currently the Federal Reserve is reducing their 
balance sheet by $50B per month. By divesting up to $50 billion 
per month in bonds, the Fed is effectively tightening financial 
conditions. Every $200B is equivalent to a 0.25bps rate hike, so any 
end to Quantitative tightening should not be underestimated. The 
dovish turn from Central Bankers, including the Bank of Canada 
has resulted in falling bond yields. In Canada we have seen the 5 
year Government bond fall about 65bps in just a couple months. 
This has resulted in 5  year mortgage rates dropping about 10bps. 
In other words, home prices and mortgage costs are dropping, 
helping alleviate some affordability issues. 

With home prices dropping we are also seeing rental prices flatline. 
As per discussions with local property managers and rental data 
aggregated by data scientist Louie Dinh, rental prices topped 
out last year and have been, for the most part, flat. There have 
been recent reports suggesting that despite home prices likely to 
continue falling, rent prices would continue to increase.  However 
this phenomenon of falling home prices and rising rents has never 
happened before and we are hesitant to suggest this time is different. 
Declining home prices are deflationary by nature.  A continued 
decline in housing activity, which has taken Greater Vancouver 
home sales to a 10 year low and national home sales to a six year 
low,  will likely continue to dampen economic activity and growth, 
unless central banks are somehow able to reflate and recissitate 
this cycle. We are already beginning to see the knock on effects 
of sluggish growth in household credit on the broader economy.  
Year-over-year growth in household credit slowed to weakest 
pace since 1983. Not only has housing slowed but residential 
construction starts have peaked and are beginning to turn down, as 
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a result residential construction GDP fell 4.3% in November as per 
stats Canada, it was the sixth consecutive decline in a row.  This is 
also impacting retail sales which have turned negative, particularly 

for home furnishing stores where GDP slumped 3.5%  year-over-
year in November. 

Housing starts will continue to slow in 2019 as this housing cycle 
comes to an end.  Developers are frantically trying to hit presale 
targets so they can obtain construction financing and get shovels 
in the ground ASAP.  This is resulting in an increase in bonuses 
and incentives for buyers at pre sale centres.  Unfortunately it 
won’t be enough for some developments and they won’t get off the 
ground.  Speaking of pre sales and the Chinese economy,  let’s not 
forget the pre sale segment has  been a large benefactor of Chinese 
demand which culturally gravitates towards new construction, 
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while offshore sales centres have made it easier to obtain access to 
new construction in Vancouver.  A continued slowdown in China 
does not bode well for new developments, and could slow sales 
further. Per CMHC, condo developments completed between 
2016-2017 in Greater Vancouver have a 14% homeownership rate 
amongst foreigners, compared to just 4.6% for homes of all ages.

Given the current backdrop of global growth slowing, and 
Canadian GDP having now contracted in two of the past three 
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months, we believe more caution is warranted in the months 
ahead. The bond market is signalling this through lower yields 
and is currently pricing in zero interest rate hikes from the Bank of 
Canada in 2019. New supply will continue to build with a record 
number of new housing under construction. With prices softening 
pre sale buyers will have a tougher time flipping contracts, and 
this only increases the likelihood that some buyers will renege on 
their contractual obligations. Sellers would be wise to adjust their 
expectations and price ahead of future market movements and pre 
sale buyers should lock in mortgage financing with the two lenders 
who provide this service (RBC & TD Bank).  News headlines are 
becoming increasingly more negative and will play a significant 
role in influencing consumer sentiment as it did on the way up.
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Per RBC Economics, record-high levels of apartments under 
construction in Canada generate some degree of absorption 
risks over the medium term. Nonetheless, strong apartment 
construction should be weighed against solid demand for lower-
priced housing options in markets such Vancouver and Toronto. 
Most of the units being built are in the Toronto (31% of total), 
Vancouver (17%) and Montreal (12%) areas.

Housing Under Construction - Multiples

supply cometh

chart of the month
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Annual home sales across the nation totalled 458,442, the lowest 
count since 2012. As a result, prices are beginning to adjust lower. 
The average sales price for the year ticked in at $488,699, a 4% 
decline from last year. The decline marked the first year-over-year 
drop since 2008, when the national average slipped a mere 0.71%.

Canada Year-Over-Year Change in the Average Home Price
Source: CREA, Steve Saretsky

saretsky's chart book

winter is coming, or is it already here?
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Greater Vancouver annual housing starts fell 11% in 2018. The 
23,404 starts in 2018 marked the second consecutive annual 
decline, slightly below the all time record set in 2016.

Vancouver Annual Housing Starts
Source: CMHC, Steve Saretsky

sidelined
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There’s no question single family homes are over supplied. 
Affordability is stretched and foreign capital has pulled back, 
leaving less demand for multi million dollar homes. As a result, 
single family home construction has begun to pull back and should 
ease some of the pain moving forward. 

Housing Under Construction - Singles

single family troubles
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condos

This section provides a brief overview of the month that was across 
the Vancouver real estate market, including the percent change 
from one year ago in the condo, townhouse and detached markets.

JAN 2019 JAN 2018 % CHG (YR)

NumbeR of sAles 181 312 - 42%

NumbeR of New listiNGs 806 596 35%

iNveNtoRY 1,497 824 82%

sAles to ACtive RAtio 12% 38% - 68%

moNtHs of supplY 3.9 1.5 157%

AvG dAYs oN mARket 42.3 26.0 62%

mediAN dAYs oN mARket 29 9 222%

AvG pRiCe $839,864 $1,092,049 - 24%

mediAN pRiCe $690,000 $799,000 - 14%

AvG pRiCe peR sq ft $986 $1,124 - 12%

mediAN pRiCe peR sq ft $948 $1,070 - 11%

% of listiNGs sold oveR AskiNG 9% 40% - 77%

deep dive
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detached

townhouses

JAN 2019 JAN 2018 % CHG (YR)

NumbeR of sAles 23 38 - 39%

NumbeR of New listiNGs 127 100 27%

iNveNtoRY 246 184 34%

sAles to ACtive RAtio 9% 21% - 55%

moNtHs of supplY 4.4 2.4 79%

AvG dAYs oN mARket 58.3 32.2 81%

mediAN dAYs oN mARket 56 21 167%

AvG pRiCe $1,132,108 $1,286,581 - 12%

mediAN pRiCe $895,000 $1,170,000 - 24%

peRCeNt of listiNGs sold oveR AskiNG 13% 29% - 55%

JAN 2019 JAN 2018 % CHG (YR)

NumbeR of sAles 81 89 - 9%

NumbeR of New listiNGs 430 444 - 3%

iNveNtoRY 1,437 1,265 14%

sAles to ACtive RAtio 6% 7% - 20%

moNtHs of supplY 10.7 6.2 72%

AvG dAYs oN mARket 58.2 58.8 - 1%

mediAN dAYs oN mARket 50 37 35%

AvG pRiCe $2,311,023 $2,792,886 - 17%

mediAN pRiCe $1,703,000 $2,235,000 - 24%

peRCeNt of listiNGs sold oveR AskiNG 5% 13% - 63%
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about steve

Steve Saretsky is a Vancouver residential 
Realtor and author behind one of 
Vancouver’s most popular real estate blogs, 
Vancity Condo Guide. Steve is widely 
considered a thought leader in the industry 
with regular appearances on BNN, CBC, 
CKNW, CTV and as a contributor to BC 
Business Magazine.

Steve Saretsky provides real estate services 
throughout Greater Vancouver.  To inquire 
about listing or buying a property, please 
email:  steve@stevesaretsky.com.
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